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A lesson in song. The truest story ever told. An appealing musical sermon that has won the commendation of press and pulpit throughout the nation. A particularly timely ballad, combining a lyric of unusual sentiment and charm with a melody that is as catchy as it is beautiful.

**Here Is The Great Verse**

Dear little girl, they call you a vamp,
A flapper with up-to-date ways,
You may shine brightly, but just like a lamp,
You'll burn out one of these days,
Then your old-fashioned sister will come into view,
With a husband and kiddies, but what about you?

**Second Verse**

Wall flower girl, now dry all those tears,
For you won't be left all alone,
Some day you'll find yourself up on a throne,
Queen of a sweet little home,
And, you gay little flapper, you'll live and you'll learn,
When you've gone down the path-way that has no return.

**CHORUS**

You're the kind of a girl that men forget, just a toy to enjoy for a while,
For when men settle down they always get an old fashioned girl with an old fashioned
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When June turns to December, Love will be just as tender,
Thorns may ever be trying, To keep hearts ever sighing,

If you only remember thru gray days always.
Still love ever undying has only shown me:

CHORUS

Love is just a flower— In a garden made of dreams,
Tears are just a shower— While our

From out of the West— "SLEEPY HEAD"— 'Twill haunt you
smiles are just sun - beams, So keep love bloom - ing

in its bow - er Or its sweet - ness soon de -

parts, For Love is just a flow - er Ev - er

twin - ing 'round our hearts.
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Out Where The Blue Begins
Words by GEORGE GRAY J. & JAMES FRANCIS BURGEE
Music by F. BERNARD GRANT
REFRAIN (rendered with much expression)

Where the skins are blue and you know it, As the birds go wheeling

The most beautiful song I ever sang or heard. A distinct contribution to American music.
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